Introduction {#s0001}
============

Over the past decades an increasing knowledge about the underlying causes of cancer has been acquired. Yet long term survival of cancer patients, in particular those with very malignant cancers such as glioblastoma and pancreatic cancer, is still very poor. Thus it is mandatory to improve the current treatment strategies and to develop new ones. Current strategies of cancer therapy are represented by surgical removal of cancerous tissue, often followed by irradiation and chemotherapy. In some cancer types these treatments cause shrinkage or apparent elimination of the primary tumor, yet in other cancer types the tumors become resistant and often metastasize. Moreover, irradiation and cytotoxic chemotherapy are frequently accompanied by severe side effects to intact organs impacting on the well-being of the patient. The latter aspect is highly relevant in terms of long-term survival given that a high percentage of the population is facing cancer during their ever increasing life span. Today it is known that a successful anti-cancer treatment does not only need to take into account the elimination of the cancer cells, but should also destroy the tumor bed ideally by reversion to conditions found in normal tissue. Since our understanding about the tumor specific microenvironment is still poor, specific and tailored targeting is rather difficult and as for example in case of the anti angiogenic approach, that nowadays is used as second or third line therapy in some cancers, is often less successful as anticipated or even metastasis promoting.[@cit0001] Due to its peculiar high expression in cancer tissue and functional link to tumor progression tenascin-C appears an excellent target for anti-cancer treatment (reviewed in[@cit0002]). Several novel approaches have been developed over the past years such as the application of tenascin-C specific antibodies to deliver drugs and irradiation into cancer tissue, as well as peptides, nucleic acids or protein inhibitors to interfere with the expression or cancer specific effects of tenascin-C (reviewed in[@cit0002]). Here we will review tenascin-C targeting concepts and approaches, among which some have already been used in human cancer patients. Since radiotherapy is a cornerstone of cancer management protocols, finally we will also address how currently applied radiotherapy in cancer impacts on tenascin-C expression and whether and how this potentially affects tumor relapse/secondary tumor formation and progression.

Exploiting High Tenascin-C Expression in Cancer for Diagnosis and Targeting {#s0002}
===========================================================================

Here, we focused on how the expression of tenascin-C could be exploited for diagnosis and targeting because tenascin-C is highly expressed in cancer tissue where it can correlate with poor prognosis and tumor progression.[@cit0002] Formal evidence of its tumorigenesis promoting activity has recently been demonstrated in the first study using a stochastic murine multistage tumorigenesis model displaying either abundant or no tenascin-C.[@cit0004] Here tenascin-C promoted several events such as survival, proliferation, invasion, angiogenesis and lung metastasis formation by a mechanism that involved downregulation of Dickkopf-1 (DKK1) and activation of Wnt signaling.[@cit0004] Thus high expression of tenascin-C in malignant cancers might be useful for diagnosis. Indeed over the last years good antibodies have been generated that allow detection of tenascin-C expression by immunohistochemistry. Tissue staining is already applied in assessment of cancer and other diseases with high expression of tenascin-C such as fibrosis[@cit0005] and inflammation in myocarditis.[@cit0007]

Tenascin-C is also found in body fluids such as blood and milk.[@cit0008] In patients with inflammatory bowel disease high tenascin-C serum levels correlated with disease severity and treatment response, thus could be suitable for disease assessment.[@cit0010] Whether tenascin-C levels in the blood of cancer patients have a prognostic value is currently not clear since the limited information derived from a study in colon cancer patients did not provide evidence for such a correlation.[@cit0008] Moreover, it was shown that serum level of tenascin-C has no predictive or prognostic roles on survival of epithelial ovarian cancer or breast cancer patients.[@cit0011] These data suggest that tenascin-C expression as cancer marker needs to be considered in a broader context. Tenascin-C was found to be upregulated together with several other ECM molecules in the so called AngioMatrix that is upregulated during the angiogenic switch of an experimental insulinoma model. Importantly, this gene signature had diagnostic value since its high expression correlated with shorter survival of colon cancer and glioma patients.[@cit0013] Thus we may need to revisit these results to define a limited number of genes that altogether could have the potential as diagnostic tool for the development of cancer blood screening tests in the future.

Since tenascin-C has pleiotropic effects on the behavior of tumor and stromal cells, in this way shaping the tumor microenvironment/tumor bed one could consider either interfering with the specific effects of tenascin-C and their underlying molecular mechanisms and/or directly blocking expression of tenascin-C as tools to combat cancer. Here, we will address both concepts and critically evaluate how our current knowledge about tenascin-C could be exploited for an anti-cancer treatment. There are several questions arising as e.g. how important is tenascin-C in the tumor stroma and how early is it expressed to potentially having an impact on shaping the tumor microenvironment? Would inhibition of tenascin-C expression be sufficient to prevent tumor onset and/or counteract tumor progression? Which cells express tenascin-C? Could it be useful to kill these cells comprising tumor and stromal cells (with insufficient information which ones are playing a role at which stage of tumorigenesis) to "clean" the tumor bed from tenascin-C? Would elimination of tenascin-C alone have an impact?

There is evidence for a potential early role of tenascin-C in the tumor stroma. Transgenic expression of stromelysin-1/MMP3 under control of the whey acidic protein promoter in the mammary gland led to massive remodeling of the tissue involving basement membrane disruption and tenascin-C induction.[@cit0014] These mice spontaneously developed premalignant and malignant lesions.[@cit0015] Moreover, tenascin-C was shown to promote luminal filling of MCF7 derived acini like structures and basement membrane disruption, 2 early events during mammary gland tumorigenesis. This could be blocked by c-Met inhibitors.[@cit0016]

Tenascin-C may act in concert with other ECM molecules as suggested by its presence in the AngioMatrix that is induced during the angiogenic switch (representing an early step toward tumor progression). Tenascin-C was among the most highly induced genes of the AngioMatrix and, in the absence of tenascin-C the angiogenic switch was significantly reduced whereas it was increased in comparison to control conditions with already high levels upon expression of additional tenascin-C from a transgene.[@cit0004] These observations suggest 2 things, that tenascin-C is important and that it may work in concert with other ECM molecules. Tenascin-C seems to be part of a complex ECM network that has been described as matrix tracks/channels in melanoma[@cit0017] and other cancers associated with enhanced metastasis, thus presumably generating physical niches with particular biochemical properties not only during angiogenesis but also during metastasis which may have an impact on drug responsiveness (see Spenlé et al., this issue and reviews[@cit0018] and[@cit0019]).

Natural inhibition of tenascin-C expression {#s0002-0001}
-------------------------------------------

One question that arises from these data is whether we can use information about regulation of tenascin-C expression to prevent its induction during tumorigenesis? How the expression of tenascin-C is regulated has been intensively reviewed in this issue by Chiovaro and colleagues and elsewhere.[@cit0020] Several molecular pathways have been identified to induce tenascin-C expression including TGFβ and Wnt among others. A general inhibition of these pathways certainly will have too pleiotropic and presumably unwanted effects and thus would be unsuitable approaches. However could we exploit negative regulation of tenascin-C as potential means to block its expression in cancer? It was shown that miR-126 and miR-335 as well as GATA-6 binding factors and corticoids downregulate mRNA levels of tenascin-C (reviewed in Chiovaro et al., this issue). In light of these results blocking inflammation by corticoids could be useful as anti-cancer treatment to block tenascin-C expression.

Targeting tenascin-C expression with RNA interference technology {#s0002-0002}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Recently novel RNA based technologies have been developed with the aim to specifically downregulate expression of tenascin-C (ribozymes, small interfering RNAs (siRNA)) or to deliver drugs into the tenascin-C rich microenvironment (aptamers, see below). Although the use of antagomirs is still technically demanding and poses many difficulties, tenascin-C expression was successfully targeted with ATN‑RNA (anti-tenascin-C-RNA), a double stranded RNA homologous to tenascin-C mRNA triggering its degradation. This approach was first tested in a few patients[@cit0021] and then extended to 46 patients with grade II, III and IV glioma where ATN-RNA had been injected into the area of neoplastic infiltration upon surgical resection of the primary or recurrent tumors.[@cit0023] Patient outcome was assessed as overall survival (OS) and quality of life (Karnofsky Performance Scale) in comparison to 48 patients that had obtained only brachytherapy. First, it was noted that the well-being of the patient was better with ATN-RNA treatment. Moreover, OS in all 3 patient groups was increased by 4.8 weeks (grade II from 176.1 to 180.9 weeks), 13.2 weeks (grade III from 59.1 to 72.3 weeks) and 13.9 weeks with grade IV disease/glioblastoma (from 52.8 to 66.7 weeks) ([**Table 1**](#t0001){ref-type="table"}).[@cit0023] Despite some benefit it is also clear that this treatment only provided a short survival prolongation. Based on in vitro stimulation of cultured cancer cells followed by analysis of the interferon response, the authors excluded that the effect is mediated by an innate immune response. This was not investigated in the treated patients; hence an interferon response toward the foreign RNA potentially may have had an impact on patient outcome. Inclusion of a patient group receiving non targeting RNA would clarify whether inhibition of tenascin-C together with a possible innate immune response potentially has synergistic effects. Table 1.Strategies for tenascin-C targeted cancer therapeuticsTenascin-C targeting compoundApplicationCancer typeClinical trial phaseResultReference Trial numberAntibodies     F16-IL2 (Teleukin, Philogen)*Combined with CytarabineAcute myeloid leukemiaPatient with advanced diseaseTransient reduction of tumor size Improved clinical symptomsGutbrodt et al., 2013*[@cit0038] *Combined with DoxorubicinSolid tumors Metastatic breast cancerPhase Ib Phase II (completed)Safe administration Partial disease stabilizationCatania et al., 2015, this issue NCT01131364* Combined with PaclitaxelSolid tumors Lung cancerPhase Ib Phase II (recruiting)Safe administration Disease stabilizationDe Braud et al., 2011[@cit0039] NCT01134250 Combined with PaclitaxelMetastatic Merkel cell carcinomaPhase II (recruiting)UnknownNCT02054884F16-^131^I (Tenarad, Philogen)*RITSolid tumors Hodgkin\'s lymphomaPhase Ib Phase II (completed)Tolerable toxicity Partial response or stabilizationAloj et al., 2011*[@cit0041]*, Aloj et al., 2014*[@cit0042]*NCT01240720*F16-^124^I (Philogen)RITHead and neck cancerPhase 0Good tolerance Tumor specific uptakeHeuveling et al., 2013[@cit0040]81C6-^131^I (Neuradiab, Bradmer Pharmaceuticals)RIT upon resection, combined with chemotherapy (temozolomide, lomustine, irinotecan, etoposide)Primary or metastatic brain tumorPhase I/IILow toxicity Encouraging overall responseReardon et al., 2006,[@cit0115] Reardon et al., 2008^116^ *RIT combined with TemozolomideGlioma grade IVPhase III (completed)UnknownNCT00615186* *RIT after resectionPrimary or metastatic anaplastic gliomaPhase I/II (completed)UnknownNCT00002752* *RIT after resectionRecurrent cystic anaplastic gliomaPhase I (completed)UnknownNCT00002753* *Compare bolus injection versus microinfusionGlioma grade III or IVPhase I/II (completed)UnknownNCT00003478* *RIT combined with Carmustine or IrinotecanPrimary malignant brain tumorPhase I (completed)UnknownNCT00003484* Combined with BevacizumabGlioma grade IVPhase II (unknown)UnknownNCT0090651681C6-^211^At (Bradmer Pharmaceuticals)RIT upon resection Combined with temozolomide, lomustine, irinotecan, etoposidePrimary or metastatic brain tumorPhase I/IILow toxicity Encouraging overall responseZalutsky et al., 2008[@cit0117] *RIT after resectionPrimary or metastatic brain tumorPhase I/II (completed)UnknownNCT00003461*BC-2-^131^I, BC-4-^131^IRITRecurrent malignant gliomaPhase IIStabilization Partial/complete remissionRiva et al., 1994[@cit0118]BC-4-biotin + avidin + ^99^Y-biotinPAGRITAnaplastic astrocytoma, GlioblastomaPhase IStabilization Partial remissionPaganelli et al., 2001[@cit0119]Ribonucleic acid     anti-TNC dsRNA (ATN-RNA)RNA interference After tumor resectionGliomas grade II, III, IV46 patients after tumor resectionProlonged survival Improved quality of lifeRolle et al., 2010[@cit0023]Aptamer ^99^mTc-TTA1Targeted radiotherapyXenograft modelsPreclinicalTumor specific uptakeHicke et al., 2001,[@cit0044] Hicke et al., 2006,[@cit0046] Schmidt et al., 2004[@cit0045]Aptamer GBI-10SELEX for TNC------Binding several TNC sequencesDaniels et al., 2003[@cit0047]SMARTNanoparticle: TNC aptamer, RGD/ nucleolin targeting peptidesHuman cancer cell lines in vitro---Sensitivity superior over mono targetingKo et al., 2011[@cit0048]Vaccination     TRX-TNC CFusion protein of TNC C-domain and ThioredoxinProof of concept Healthy mice/rabbitsPreclinicalHigh antibody serum levelsHuijbers 2012[@cit0059] Patent WO2011075035A1*IMA950 (Immatics Biotechnologies; multi-peptide vaccine including tenascin-C)IMA950 / adjuvant GM-CSF combined with chemoradiotherapy and temozolomideGlioblastomaPhase I (ongoing)Well tolerated, Immune response to one or several TUMAPsDutoit et al., 2012*[@cit0060]*Halford et al., 2014*[@cit0061]*NCT01222221* *IMA950 / adjuvant Poly-ICLC combined with chemoradiotherapy and temozolomideGlioblastomaPhase I/II (recruiting)UnknownNCT01920191* *IMA950 / adjuvant GM-CSFGlioblastomaPhase I (terminated)Terminated due to poor patient accrualNCT01403285*[^1]

Blocking tenascin-C inducing signaling with inhibitory drugs {#s0002-0003}
------------------------------------------------------------

Other potential strategies targeting phosphodiesterase III, angiotensin II type 1 receptor (AT-1) and angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) had already been described elsewhere[@cit0002] and therefore only will be briefly revisited here. Cilostazol inhibits phosphodiesterase III preventing tenascin-C expression by vascular smooth muscle cells during neointimal hyperplasia.[@cit0025] AT-1 antagonists and ACE inhibitors could also be useful since they inhibit angiotensin II, which is a potent inducer of tenascin-C. These drugs were shown to block vascular tenascin-C expression in hypertensive patients.[@cit0027] Whether these drugs are also useful in cancer treatment had not yet been assessed.

Clearance of tenascin-C from the tumor matrix {#s0002-0004}
---------------------------------------------

Finally, as a component of the ECM network in the tumor stroma, tenascin-C is probably difficult to remove. During tumor onset and progression heavy tissue remodeling is observed which includes secretion of ECM molecules and ECM remodeling enzymes. We have poor knowledge about tissue and matrix normalization during healthy tissue homeostasis and even less in pathologies such as cancer. High ECM remodeling is also seen during wound healing where upon scar formation the provisional matrix that has some similarities with the tumor matrix including high tenascin-C expression is resorbed.[@cit0028] If we understood more about the molecular mechanism of ECM resorption during normal wound healing could that allow us to establish means to be applied in cancer to help to "normalize" the tumor matrix? Unfortunately, this information is not available.

Using Tenascin-C Expression as Address for Delivery of Drugs and Cancer Diagnostics {#s0003}
===================================================================================

Development of antibodies targeting tenascin-C for clinical application {#s0003-0001}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Antibodies can be linked to additional bioactive molecules such as cytokines or radionuclides for a targeted delivery of cytotoxic activities into the tumor. The localized administration to the tumor site may require lower dosage of the cytotoxic agents and thus may reduce side effects. Several antibodies have been developed to target the tumor specific expression of tenascin-C with the aim to deliver cytotoxic molecules into the tenascin-C rich tumor tissue. Those antibodies mainly recognize and bind the alternatively spliced domains A1 to D of the large isoform of tenascin-C that are found to be preferentially expressed in cancers.[@cit0002] Most of these antibodies have been examined in preclinical murine models of cancer but a few were evaluated in early phase clinical trials in humans ([**Table 1**](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). A summary of the advances on antibodies BC-2, BC-4 and 81C6 and their use in cancer radiotherapy can be found elsewhere.[@cit0002] Here, we will focus on the antibody F16 since it had reached the most advanced application in clinical trials for cancer therapy and new results have been reported recently (see also Catania et al., this issue of Cell Adhesion & Migration).

### The antibody F16 and its use in cytokine/chemokine combination therapy {#s0003-0001-0001}

A fully humanized antibody F16 that specifically recognizes the domain A1 of tenascin-C (generated by alternative splicing) has been developed by the company Philogen. When this antibody, in the small immunoprotein (SIP) format (only comprising the variable regions of the antibody to avoid complications with elimination), was injected into a mouse with a tumor derived from xenografted human glioblastoma cells, it was noted that the antibody accumulated selectively in the tenascin-C rich tumor but not in other parts of the body suggesting a good in vivo specificity[@cit0030] encouraging to exploit the possibility whether this antibody detects tenascin-C expression in human cancer tissue. Indeed, the F16-SIP recognized tenascin-C in several human cancer types such as in glioblastoma multiforme[@cit0031] (GBM), lymphoma,[@cit0032] renal cell carcinoma,[@cit0033] lung cancer,[@cit0034] head and neck cancer[@cit0035] and melanoma[@cit0036] which altogether suggested a broad application potential of this antibody. Subsequently the antibody was coupled to interleukin-2 (IL2; now available as Proleukin^TM^) with the aim to direct immune cells into the tumor for facilitating tumor destruction by the immune system. Upon combination with cytotoxic drugs such as paclitaxel or doxorubicin, F16-IL2 was proven to be superior in reducing the volume of tumors originating from xenografted human breast cancer cells over treatment with the chemotherapeutic agents alone.[@cit0037] Similar results were also obtained in tumors from subcutaneously grafted human GBM cells when applied in combination with the standard drug Temozolomide. This combination caused complete tumor remission. Also in an orthotopic setting GBM xenograft tumors were 70% smaller and the survival rate of the animals was prolonged from 3 to 6 months.[@cit0031] These results demonstrated in vivo recognition of tenascin-C by F16 in tumor tissue. Results from studies in cynomolgus monkeys suggested the absence of toxicity.[@cit0037] Together with a study in a patient with acute myeloid leukemia (AML) encouraged clinical trials and the results from the first completed phase I/II study are published in this issue of Cell Adhesion & Migration by Catania and collaborators.

In an AML patient with advanced disease having relapsed tumors at multiple sites a combination treatment of F16-IL2 together with cytarabine and local radiotherapy (to ameliorate cancer associated problems with swallowing and vessel compression) an immediate symptomatic improvement was seen shortly after therapy even before the first application of radiotherapy.[@cit0038] Despite the documented dramatic reduction of tumor volume after 14 days the tumors relapsed later (personal information, D. Neri) which may not be surprising taken into account the severity of the disease before treatment. Nevertheless, these results encouraged randomized phase I/II clinical trials.

As mentioned above, the first phase I/II human clinical study of F16-IL2 treatment in combination with doxorubicin on a larger patient cohort is reported in this special issue by Catania et al. The study was performed to determine safety, tolerability and dose escalation in 19 patients with different solid tumors. A recommended dose (25 MIU F16-IL2) in combination with doxorubicin (25 mg/m[@cit0002]) was established that had been further applied in 10 patients with metastatic breast cancer. No serious adverse effects and no death incidence related to the combination therapy were observed. Toxicities induced by the drug were controllable and reversible. Anti-cancer activities were seen in 14/19 (Phase Ib) and in 9/10 breast cancer patients (Phase II).

A clinical study with a similar design is currently ongoing where F16-IL2 is applied together with paclitaxel in lung cancer. So far this study had demonstrated a save application with no adverse effects. In a few cases disease stabilization was even observed.[@cit0039] In 2013 another clinical trial was initiated, this time to evaluate a potential application of F16-IL2 together with paclitaxel in metastatic Merkel cell carcinoma ([**Table 1**](#t0001){ref-type="table"}).

The antibody F16 is a fully humanized antibody suggesting full immuno compatibility when injected into human patients. However Teleukin (F16-IL2) represents a fusion protein of F16 with human IL2 connected via a short peptide linker. This artificial linker potentially could constitute a foreign recognition site for the immune system that was investigated. Whereas F16-IL2 was weakly immunogenic in monkeys,[@cit0037] no immunogenic response could be detected in any of the patients included in the clinical study presented by Catania et al. in this issue. Thus, F16 and its derivate F16-IL2 constitute highly specific monoclonal antibodies toward domain A1 of tenascin-C with a very good safety profile in human patients.

### Potential use of F16 for radionuclide therapy {#s0003-0001-0002}

The antibody F16 has also been tested for a potential use in targeted radionuclide therapy ([**Table 1**](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). F16 was labeled with iodine 124 (F16-^124^I) and was injected into 4 patients with head and neck cancer and antibody uptake was followed by immuno-PET imaging. Beside an antibody uptake in several other organs, a tumor-specific signal was visible in all patients 24 hours after injection.[@cit0040] Another phase I/II clinical trial is currently ongoing using F16 coupled to iodine 131 (F16-^131^I, Tenarad**®**) for radiotherapy in several cancer types.[@cit0041] A first result on dosage and efficacy was reported recently.[@cit0042] In this study, Tenarad was administered to 8 Hodgkin\'s lymphoma patients that were refractory to conventional treatment. The enrolled patients had excessively been treated with conventional therapies prior to Tenarad that they had received by intravenous injection (2.05 GBq/m2, 5--10 mg). It was observed that Tenarad did not cause any toxicity. Five patients received an additional treatment between 3--12 month after the initial dose in particular upon notice of disease stabilization (reduced number and/or size of lesions) upon the first administration.[@cit0042]

Altogether, the current antibody based cancer therapeutics targeting tenascin-C have been tested in phase I/II clinical trials for safety, dose and toxicity issues using small patient cohorts. These studies show that these antibodies can be safely administered. Some reports even indicate that the specific strategy might be beneficial in severe cases of cancer that are refractory to conventional therapies to slow down disease progression in particular in combination with cytotoxic drugs. Studies on larger patient cohorts need to be performed to refine drug dosage, administration frequency and schedule.

Aptamer based targeting of tenascin-C {#s0003-0002}
-------------------------------------

Aptamers are short oligonucleotides that, similar to monoclonal antibodies, specifically bind to a target molecule with very high affinity and selectivity.[@cit0043] Aptamers are stable, can be designed with desired length and specific binding affinities, and can be linked to other molecules such as cytokines. Using the SELEX technology on tenascin-C expressing U251 glioblastoma cells or on purified tenascin-C the aptamer "TTA1" was generated that showed high specificity and selectivity for human tenascin-C.[@cit0044] Further modifications improved biodistribution and led to the design of radionuclide labeled ^99^mTc-TTA1. Upon intravenous injection into tumor bearing nude mice ^99^mTc-TTA1 specifically had accumulated in the GBM xenograft tumor,[@cit0045] as well as in tumors induced by human colon, breast and rhabdomyosarcoma cells.[@cit0046] Thus, ^99^mTc-TTA1 appears to be useful for targeting several human cancer types. In the same group another aptamer was generated (GBI-10) and was used in vitro experiments to affinity purify target proteins followed by mass spectroscopy analysis. It was shown that GBI-10 can bind to several tenascin-C peptides and that these interactions are located along the whole tenascin-C protein, however its activity in in vivo models was not reported yet.[@cit0047]

This approach was further extended to engineering a multimodal nanoparticle-based [S]{.ul}imultaneously [M]{.ul}ultiple [A]{.ul}ptamers and [R]{.ul}GD [T]{.ul}argeting (SMART) probe that targets nucleolin, integrin αvβ3 and tenascin-C at the same time. The SMART probe showed a better specificity and enhanced binding intensity to a number of different human cancer cells in vitro (C6 glioma, DU145 prostate, HeLa cervical, NPA thyroid papillary, A549 non-small lung cancer) as compared to the single target probes TTA1, RGD or AS1411 as control.[@cit0048] Again, a proof of concept using in vivo tumorigenesis models are not reported yet.

The advantages of aptamers over monoclonal antibodies are evident; they are small thus exhibit superior biodistribution, and they can be produced by chemical synthesis in high amounts at good reproducibility and at a lower budget. The characteristic of GBI-10 to target several binding sites of tenascin-C can be of interest to address multiple splice variants at the same time, whereas monoclonal antibodies only bind to one specific sequence. Finally, aptamers can be engineered to achieve specific pharmacological properties, to resist degradation or to avoid quick renal elimination.[@cit0049]

Antibodies targeting tenascin-C for diagnostic imaging {#s0003-0003}
------------------------------------------------------

The use of monoclonal antibodies will also be useful for noninvasive in situ tumor detection by SPECT imaging. Until today detection of a tumor by MRI, PET or ultrasound imaging is limited by its minimal size of 1 cm in diameter.[@cit0050] Molecular imaging is becoming increasingly important in cancer diagnosis by using cancer specific target based imaging probes. Using probes coupled to fluorescent dyes or radioisotopes in vivo had been applied in preclinical models.[@cit0051] With regard to the use of monoclonal antibodies in diagnostic imaging and radiotherapy, it is important to obtain a good delivery of radiation into the tumor but at the same time a proper manipulation of blood half-life is needed to reduce the risk of deiodination, hence increased accumulation in the thyroid.[@cit0029] Such a technical advance was recently reported using radioisotopes Cu or Tc upon coupling to monoclonal antibodies against tenascin-C.[@cit0053] For that purpose, based on the previously described ligand "L,"[@cit0055] an optimized phosphonated bifunctional chelate (BFC) "L\*" was developed as a coordination site to ensure a covalent and stable complex formation between Cu(II) and the antibody.[@cit0053] The BFC was designed to give a better thermodynamic stability and to prevent hydrolysis in vivo. The synthesized L\* was tested for its ability to be coupled to the monoclonal antibodies B28-13, an antibody recognizing human tenascin-C^8^ or to MTn12, an antibody recognizing murine tenascin-C.[@cit0056] This work has shown that the ligand L\* can be coupled to primary amines but also to large biomolecules, the antibodies B28-13[@cit0053] and MTn12.[@cit0054] Immunostaining on respective human or murine cancer tissue further confirmed the ability of coupled B28-13 or MTn12 to retain its affinity toward tenascin-C.[@cit0053] Although a careful evaluation in vivo is still lacking, the developed activated phosphonated BFC, especially when coupled to antibodies targeting tenascin-C may provide a new powerful tool to improve metal based imaging diagnostics and radiotherapeutic applications.

Anti-cancer immunity and cancer immunotherapy {#s0003-0004}
---------------------------------------------

Using the approach of antibody based anti-cancer activities, the additional promotion of anti-cancer immunity can be beneficial leading to long lasting remissions. This strategy has been applied by coupling the antibody F16 to the proinflammatory cytokine IL2 as described above. An alternative to monoclonal antibodies is the use of therapeutic vaccines to induce antibody mediated immunity against cancer specific self molecules. Current anti-cancer vaccination approaches or the injection of monoclonal antibodies targeting cancer specific signaling pathways are still costly procedures and tumors develop resistance toward those drugs. A novel and custom made vaccination approach targeting tumor specific antigens, including the C-domain of tenascin-C that is found in many cancers,[@cit0002] is currently under development and had been protected by a patent ([**Table 1**](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). This strategy is based on targeting antigens that are preferentially expressed in the tumor vasculature but not in healthy tissues. The vaccine is composed of a recombinant protein (e.g., C-domain of tenascin-C) fused to bacterial thioredoxin. Applied together with a potent adjuvant cocktail, the immune system recognizes the modified self protein as non self leading to antibody production against the selected target protein. Such a therapeutic vaccine has been developed to target extradomain B of fibronectin (FN-EDB) or extradomain A of fibronectin (FN-EDA) and has shown anti-tumor activities in an in vivo fibrosarcoma tumor model[@cit0057] and in the MMTV-PyMT mouse model of breast cancer.[@cit0058] Vaccination of mice and rabbits against the C-domain of tenascin-C induced high serum titers of specific antibodies to the target[@cit0059] but its effect in preclinical cancer models is not yet reported. Compared to the use of monoclonal antibodies, the vaccination approach would overcome costly repetitive injections as the organism produces an immune response and the tumor antigen specific antibodies by itself.

Immatics Biotechnologies is currently developing another peptide vaccine, the multi-peptide vaccine "IMA950," which includes tenascin-C as a target. This approach is tailored for patients with glioblastoma (GBM). Using a proteomic approach, a human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I allele A\*02-associated GBM peptidome was identified based on 32 GBM stage IV tissue samples.[@cit0060] This analysis resulted to a set of 309 tumor-associated peptides (TUMAPs) that could be assigned to 148 different genes. Further in-depth analysis and validation studies let to a selection of 10 peptides that are highly expressed in GBM and at the same time showed the ability to elicit strong antigen-specific T cell responses in vitro. One of the 10 peptides corresponds to positions 3-11 of tenascin-C. Using patient-derived T cell clones that are specific for 2 of the 10 peptides showed cytotoxic activity against GBM cells in vitro.[@cit0060] The vaccine IMA950 comprises 9 TUMAPs eliciting cytotoxic T lymphocytes and 2 TUMAPs that target T-helper cells. Using IMA950, 3 phase 1 clinical studies have been initiated ([**Table 1**](#t0001){ref-type="table"}) and final results have been presented recently at the ESMO 2014 congress for the trial conducted by Cancer Research UK.[@cit0061] The purpose of that phase 1 study was to determine the safety and immunogenicity of IMA950 in glioblastoma patients. 45 patients received intradermal application of IMA950 together with GM-SCF (granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor) as an adjuvant. All patients received standard therapy (surgery and chemoradiotherapy) and one cohort additional treatment with temozolomide. 40 of the 45 patients were evaluable and have the treatment well tolerated. 90% of them showed an immune response to one TUMAP and 50% to several TUMAPs, exceeding the pre-defined goal of 60%.[@cit0062] In conclusion, this study shows that the development of a peptide vaccine targeting multiple TUMAPs, including tenascin-C, is safely applicable in GBM and elicits specific immune response in most of the patients. A beneficial effect on tumor development and patient survival needs to be investigated in additional phase 2 and 3 clinical studies.

In summary, the described approaches of antibody mediated and aptamer based strategies to target tenascin-C in cancer might open new powerful treatment opportunities in the future. These novel approaches in particular aptamers or therapeutic vaccination might be superior over conventional chemotherapy since their production is easier and cheaper, and targeting of multiple tumor antigens at once is possible. Unfortunately, advanced clinical trials are still missing. Currently, tumor specific drug delivery using monoclonal antibodies against tenascin-C represents the most advanced approach. Although some of the observations made in patients look promising more clinical trials need to be done, optimized and expanded to phase III for a proper evaluation as a standard cancer therapy. Moreover, an increased knowledge about the tumor-, patient- and stage specific expression of tenascin-C and its splice variants is required to develop more specific and tailored therapies for targeting tenascin-C. In conclusion, the here presented results underpin the importance and feasibility of a targeting strategy using tenascin-C expression as anti-cancer address.

Tenascin-C in Radiotherapy: Friend or Foe? {#s0004}
==========================================

Radiotherapy or treatment by ionizing radiation comprises 50--70% of cancer treatments, making it the most frequently chosen therapy. It is conceivable that tumor ECM is affected by radiotherapy since radiotherapy can induce inflammation and fibrosis, 2 conditions where ECM is largely remodeled.[@cit0063] Except induction of collagens type I and III,[@cit0064] fibronectin, hyaluronic acid, matrix degrading enzymes[@cit0065] and Cyr61[@cit0066] by radiotherapy and, a possible radiotherapy protective role of cell adhesion to fibronectin[@cit0067] little is unknown how radiotherapy affects the ECM composition of a tumor and what impact that would have on tumor relapse. Given its high expression and reports demonstrating induction of tenascin-C by radiotherapy, here we will address whether radiotherapy has an impact on tenascin-C expression and what consequences this could have for patient outcome.

The major effect of radiation therapy is the induction of tumor cell death triggered by DNA damage (DNA double strand breaks) ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). In addition effects on the tumor vasculature have also been reported to contribute to tumor shrinkage on one hand but may also contribute to tumor relapse/second tumor formation on the other hand.[@cit0068] Radiation is delivered by 3 approaches, metabolic radiation, external irradiation and brachytherapy (where the radiation source is placed inside or next to the area requiring treatment). External irradiation is the most frequently used technique to treat solid tumors (usually comprising a total dose of 20--70 Gy delivered by a daily fraction of 1.8--2 Gy). Figure 1.Consequences of irradiation on the tumor microenvironment and tenascin-C radiotherapy is the most frequent regimen used to treat solid cancers by inducing the production of reactive oxygen (ROS) and nitrogen (NOS) species causing DNA damage and cell death. Depending on the location and the tumor type radiotherapy is efficient in diminishing tumor volume and reducing tumor growth thus prolonging patient survival. However, radiotherapy may also trigger tumor relapse and second cancers that often are more aggressive and highly metastatic. Understanding the impact of radiotherapy on the different cell types within the tumor ecosystem may help to improve radiotherapy efficiency by designing new concepts for combinations with tailored chemotherapy. Ionizing irradiation induces conversion of fibroblasts into carcinoma associated fibroblasts (CAF) that express TGFβ among other soluble factors and several ECM molecules among them tenascin-C (TNC) which may be involved in triggering irradiation associated fibrosis. Radiotherapy also causes endothelial cell death and thus hypoxia which in turn triggers new vessel formation through angiogenesis, vasculogenesis and potentially intussuception thus allowing tissue reoxygenation. Hypoxia triggers VEGFA and tenascin-C which together may be instrumental in new vessel formation. Radiotherapy has also abscopal effects on immune cells causing inflammation and cell immunity. Tenascin-C expression might be triggered by radiation induced inflammation as had been seen in other inflammatory contexts. Altogether side effects of radiotherapy on the tumor microenvironment might promote tumor relapse and 2nd tumor formation where tenascin-C could be a molecule with high targeting potential.

To reduce side effects, addressed by the normal tissue complication probability index (NTCP),[@cit0069] a lot of effort has been invested to improve local delivery of radiation to the tumor tissue with the intention to largely spare normal tissue. An important advance in radiotherapy has been the development of noninvasive live imaging which is based on combining PET (positron emission tomography) scan with a variety of radiopharmaceutical tracers and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging). This technology had improved the delineation of tumor circumferences for tumor removal by conventional resection or radiation surgery thus reducing side effects on the surrounding healthy tissue.[@cit0070]

Stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT) is a rather new technology that combines stereotaxis, high precision of localization of the target in 3 dimensions, with delivery of high dose of ionizing radiation in 1-5 fractions during radiosurgery. SRT combined with MRI or PET scan delineation (depending on tumor location) improved the control of local tumor growth, increased overall survival of the patient and reduced unwanted irradiation side effects on the very radiosensitive hippocampus (e.g., inflicting memory loss). SRT is now widely used in other cancers such as liver and lung tumors and metastasis. In particular in the elderly with inoperable localized lung tumors SRT has proven to not only be successful in palliative but also in curative treatment.[@cit0071] The latest technological advance comprises hadrontherapy that is superior over IMRT. This technology is based on the use of hadron particles (protons, carbons) which allows to further enhance the local dose[@cit0072] and has been applied in more than 30 000 patients in more than 15 centers in the US. The most frequent application of this method are skull base tumors, pediatric cancer, ocular melanoma and prostate cancer. We speculate that combining these novel radiotherapy approaches together with tenascin-C targeting could be useful for treatment of inoperable tumors which had not yet been addressed in the clinics.

Despite these promising advances of IMRT and hadrontherapy that have largely improved and will continue to further improve treatment of cancer patients, substantial knowledge is missing about the underlying biology that impacts on normal tissue complication probabilities (NTCP) and long term effects as e.g., tumor relapse, secondary tumor development and metastasis.[@cit0073] To assess irradiation effects the "5-R" index (radiosensitivity, repopulation, redistribution, reoxygenation and repair) is applied. Although around 40% of cancer patients treated with radiotherapy seem to be cured[@cit0075] the majority is not. Late toxicity is an important effect that is seen after treatment and can pose a problem for many years post radiotherapy. In addition, the risk of a second cancer either representing tumor relapse or the appearance of a new tumor is another problem and the risks increase over the decades post radiotherapy. This problem could be more relevant in younger patients with a good prognosis.[@cit0076] Therefore it is obvious that additional criteria are needed.[@cit0077] There are several open questions that address the impact of irradiation on the tumor vasculature since radiotherapy causes inflammation and hypoxia which are implicated in tumor regrowth and metastasis. As mentioned above, also very little is known how radiotherapy affects the tumor bed and in particular the ECM, that can promote tumor angiogenesis and metastasis.[@cit0080] Given that ECM is rather stable and will persist after the end of radiotherapy it is important to understand what radiotherapy is doing to the ECM. Questions are arising whether there is a limited number of ECM molecules that are induced by radiotherapy and what their identity and role during and after radiotherapy is. We also would need to know how low/high radiation doses delivered once or by fractionation impact on the tumor microenvironment and on the adjacent normal tissue. These new schedules, mainly using ablative doses and/or proton beams combined with chemotherapy, in particular inflammatory drugs present future strategies that need to be explored more deeply.

In the following paragraphs we will address what knowledge had been gathered about the underlying biology of radiotherapy in experimental murine cancer models with a special focus on tenascin-C since tenascin-C is one (but not the only) ECM molecule that is induced by radiotherapy.[@cit0083] Given that tenascin-C can promote tumor angiogenesis and lung metastasis,[@cit0002] here we will critically review the literature to evaluate the question whether tenascin-C potentially plays a role in radiotherapy resistance and tumor relapse and progression associated with radiotherapy.

Impact of radiotherapy on the tumor microenvironment and on the expression of tenascin-C {#s0004-0001}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Radiotherapy and the tumor bed effect (TBE) {#s0004-0001-0001}

For a long time it has been known that ionizing radiation induces changes in the tumor microenvironment thus potentially promoting tumor progression and relapse.[@cit0080] The influence of ionizing radiation on the tumor microenvironment had been experimentally addressed by grafting of tumor cells into pre-irradiated tissues. It was noticed that tumors grew slower when implanted into the pre-irradiated tissue but at the same time often had been more invasive and metastatic.[@cit0084] This effect was coined the "Tumor Bed Effect," TBE. TBE is radiation dose dependent (5--20 Gy), occurs upon a single dose as well as upon fractionated doses and is a long-term effect since it was still seen 90 days after irradiation (reviewed in[@cit0081]). Several reviews had summarized the molecular mechanisms underlying TBE upon irradiation and will not be further elaborated here.[@cit0080]

The long lasting effect suggests that the ECM could be affected by radiotherapy and that alterations in the ECM may contribute to TBE. Indeed this has been demonstrated in squamous cell carcinoma and colon cancer cell xenografting models where the authors have described an important role of the matricellular protein Cyr61/CCN1 and its receptor αvβ5 on promoting lung metastasis upon pre-irradiation of the tumor bed. This effect was abrogated with Cilengitide, a peptide antagonist of the αv integrin subunit.[@cit0085] Yet it is not clear which cells had expressed Cyr61 and how the local Cyr61 rich microenvironment impacts on distant metastasis formation. Whether an increased risk of developing metastasis upon local recurrences after radiotherapy holds also true in human cancer patients is supported by some but not all studies (reviewed in[@cit0081]), nor is it known whether a similar mechanism involving Cyr61 as seen in the murine model also applies to the human disease.

### Induction of tenascin-C upon radiotherapy {#s0004-0001-0002}

A few studies have addressed the impact of radiotherapy on the expression of tenascin-C. Tenascin-C was seen to be induced by ionizing radiation (20 to 60 Gy) in skin cancer tissue of human patients[@cit0083] and in pigs[@cit0086]. Radiation with a similar dose also induced tenascin-C in the submandibular glands of experimental rats.[@cit0087] In particular in xerostomia (dry mouth) which is a complication of HNSCC (head and neck squamous cell carcinoma) radiotherapy (mean dose of 42 Gy in all patients) was noticed to induce tenascin-C.^88^ Irradiation of the orbital region of rabbits with a single 15 Gy dose also led to an increase of tenascin-C 72 hours post irradiation which was associated with dry eyes as side effect. However, a pre-treatment with lidocaine and amifostine to counteract the dry eye effect had also an impact on tenascin-C expression that was lowered.[@cit0089] Analysis of the impact of radiotherapy on tenascin-C expression is hampered by the fact that relapsed tumors arise after very heterogeneous treatment protocols and material for analysis is difficult to obtain since relapsed tumors are not always resected. Thus the impact of radiotherapy on tenascin-C induction has to be mainly addressed in murine models.

Radiotherapy induces inflammation, fibrosis and hypoxia[@cit0090] which altogether represent conditions in multiple pathologies where tenascin-C is highly expressed and has proven to play a critical role in disease severity.[@cit0018] Irradiation also has an impact on the immune response and can trigger "cellular immunology."[@cit0082] In particular, a high-dose and few-fraction schedule had been reported to trigger inflammation associated apoptosis that was characterized by the recruitment of dendritic cells to the irradiated site. Tumor specific immunity seems to be enhanced by radiotherapy but apparently only when large-fraction doses were applied.[@cit0092] Altogether these observations raise the question whether we can gain insight into potential consequences of abundantly expressed tenascin-C in irradiated tissue by understanding the role of tenascin-C in these other pathological contexts. Some of these aspects had been addressed in this issue by Giblin and Midwood and by Udalova et al.[@cit0093]

### Tenascin-C and radiation induced inflammation {#s0004-0001-0003}

Radiotherapy induces TGFβ and thus could play an important role in irradiation associated inflammation.[@cit0094] In early stages TGFβ may play a role in suppression of malignancy but at later stages may promote tumor progression.[@cit0095] Since TGFβ induces tenascin-C expression,[@cit0097] it is intriguing to speculate that this pathway may contribute to tenascin-C induction by radiotherapy. In addition, irradiation induced hypoxia or inflammation might also trigger tenascin-C expression by other pathways.[@cit0002] Moreover, it is possible that tenascin-C promotes TGFβ signaling which could have important consequences. In support of this possibility it was shown that tenascin-C enhances TGFβ induced EMT (epithelial to mesenchymal transition) like morphological changes in an integrin αvβ1 and α6β1 dependent manner in breast cancer cells.[@cit0098] Despite binding of TGFβ to tenascin-C^99^ it is largely obscure how this would be accomplished at the molecular level. Recently, it was shown that the fibrinogen domain of the family member tenascin-X binds to a LTBP-TGFβ complex thus enhancing TGFβ signaling (see also review by Valcourt et al. in this issue). Given substantial sequence homology between the fibrinogen domain of tenascin-C with that of tenascin-X, it is intriguing to speculate that a similar mechanism might also apply to tenascin-C. Enhanced TGFβ signaling could have multiple effects such as interference with irradiation induced immunity, triggering and enhancing new blood vessel formation and mobilizing resistant tumor cells. These possibilities are circumstantial and thus highly speculative but intriguing and need to be addressed by future research.

### Tenascin-C and radiation induced endothelial apoptosis, hypoxia and revascularization {#s0004-0001-0004}

Endothelial cell apoptosis occurs within the first hour, peaks at 4 hours and ends at 6 hours after a single fraction of 5 Gy ([@cit0100], reviewed in[@cit0082]). This process is started within seconds after irradiation not yet involving a DNA damage response but the production of ceramide through ASMase (sphingomyelinase), which is a proapoptotic messenger (reviewed in[@cit0082]). Ionizing irradiation also appears to interfere with vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGFA) and fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2) - induced angiogenesis in vivo, and suppresses endothelial cell proliferation, migration and sprouting in vitro. This would lead to hypoxia that triggers mechanisms to restore oxygenation via formation of new blood vessels which could include angiogenesis, vasculogenesis and intussusception (for review see[@cit0101]). It is possible that in post irradiated tissue TGFβ signaling and hypoxia driven induction of VEGFA and tenascin-C altogether play a role in new blood vessel formation. This is supported by a study showing that irradiation activated the TGFβ type I receptor/activin receptor-like kinase-5 (ALK5) angiogenesis promoting pathway. Pharmacological ALK5 inhibition restored radiation induced inhibition of endothelial cell migration and sprouting in vitro, and impairment of angiogenesis in vivo.[@cit0102] Since tenascin-C enhances TGFβ signaling[@cit0098], binds TGFβ[@cit0099] and is upregulated during the angiogenic switch[@cit0013] it will be interesting to see whether tenascin-C potentiates the TGFβ effect on new blood vessel formation post irradiation.

Hypoxia, resulting from irradiation, is a major condition promoting angiogenesis to facilitate reoxygenation where VEGFA, induced by HIF1α, are important pro-angiogenic factors driving new vessel formation.[@cit0103] In addition, VEGFA was also shown to directly act on tumor cells by promoting survival, proliferation, migration and invasion.[@cit0104] In a potential scenario radiotherapy induces hypoxia which in turn triggers tenascin-C and VEGFA expression. Each molecule/pathway alone as well as in conjunction may promote new blood vessel formation and tumor cell survival, thus promoting tumor regrowth, progression and metastasis post irradiation ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). This hypothesis is supported by data showing that VEGFA is instrumental in tenascin-C enhanced lung metastasis of 4T1 cells.[@cit0105] Yet a potential link to radiotherapy still has to be investigated.

Potential Role of Tenascin-C in Tumor Relapse and Resistance upon Drug Treatment {#s0005}
================================================================================

Tenascin-C is part of complex poorly understood ECM networks not only seen in cancer but also in other disease contexts such as inflammation and fibrosis. These matrices presumably provide cells with survival cues. It is possible that such niches protect tumor cells also from therapeutic drugs. This possibility is supported by a study where the authors have seen that a high tenascin-C expression in estrogen positive breast cancer correlated with Tamoxifen resistance in first line therapy.[@cit0106] Upon destruction of blood vessels with 2 anti-angiogenic drugs in a well-established insulinoma model and in a murine xenograft tumor model with Lewis lung carcinoma cells it was observed that revascularization occurred along so called matrix sleeves positive for collagen IV, interpreted as remnants of vascular basement membranes.[@cit0107] Whether these matrix sleeves contained tenascin-C had not been addressed but is likely since tenascin-C is found to be highly expressed around newly formed tumor blood vessels (reviewed in[@cit0019],[@cit0002]). Given its instrumental role in promoting tumor angiogenesis[@cit0004] it is an intriguing possibility that tenascin-C may also promote revascularization upon anti angiogenic treatment.

Tenascin-C might have an impact on drug responsiveness and DNA repair due to its interaction with fibronectin. Both ECM molecules bind to each other and are frequently coexpressed in cancer tissue in particular around newly formed blood vessels.[@cit0019] Tenascin-C was shown to counteract cell adhesion to fibronectin through competition with syndecan-4 binding to fibronectin.[@cit0108] Thus both molecules might play a role as accomplices in tumor progression.[@cit0019] Recently it was shown that adhesion to fibronectin promotes DNA damage recognition and chemosensitization to cisplatin via the potentiation of the DNA damage signaling response (DDR) in human colon cancer cells and tumor derived myofibroblasts.[@cit0109] Cisplatin induced phosphorylation of γH2AX, a molecule that is implicated in safeguarding the mitotic process even in the absence of DNA damage.[@cit0110] This molecule serves as DNA damage sensor and is required for recruitment of DNA repair factors. Adhesion to fibronectin enhanced more phosphorylation of (γH2AX in response to cisplatin than in cells on BSA or another adhesive collagen IV containing substratum. This occurred in an integrin α5β1 dependent manner involving PI3K, ATM and JNK2. Altogether these results suggest that cells that do not die upon cisplatin treatment are empowered to repair their damaged DNA when grown attached on fibronectin.[@cit0109] Tenascin-C might particularly interfere with this activity by blocking cell adhesion to fibronectin. This possibility is indeed supported by the observation that adhesion of T98G GBM cells onto a fibronectin/tenascin-C substratum caused downregulation of γH2AX among several other molecules involved in DNA repair (e.g., several MCMs) in comparison to a fibronectin substratum.[@cit0111] In consequence cells with damaged DNA that escape cell death upon cisplatin treatment might be more prone to accumulate mutations when grown in a tenascin-C rich microenvironment.

Downregulation of DKK1 by tenascin-C might be relevant in cisplatin sensitivity. It had been demonstrated that DKK1 levels are increased by cisplatin in HNSCC[@cit0112] and GBM[@cit0113] presumably due to its p53 binding element in its promoter. DKK1 induction was not seen in cisplatin resistant CAL27 cells and resistance could be overcome by exogenously added DKK1.[@cit0112] Many cancers express high DKK1 levels[@cit0114] which may render them susceptible to destruction by cisplatin. However tenascin-C downregulates DKK1 which may lead to niches with low DKK1 levels. Thus it is possible that cells in a tenascin-C rich microenvironment are less sensitive to cisplatin due to low DKK1 levels thus promoting selection of cisplatin resistant cells. This is an intriguing possibility that warrants further analysis.

Summary {#s0006}
=======

Over the past 30 years we have gained significant knowledge about the structure and expression of tenascin-C as well as cell responses toward tenascin-C. This information has led to the development of novel concepts of cancer intervention therapies and cancer imaging and diagnosis opportunities. Although radiotherapy and cytotoxic drugs are the most important regimens in cancer treatment our knowledge about their impact on the tumor microenvironment and in particular on tenascin-C expression and function is rather limited. Upon filling these gaps tenascin-C and its associated signaling may turn out to be useful for the development of combination strategies to be applied together with radiotherapy as well as with cytotoxic drugs.
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[^1]: For each approach, the compound name, its therapeutic strategy and to be targeted cancer type is listed. The last known clinical stage and short summary of published results are specified. NCT identifiers are indicated for clinical studies listed on webpage [www.clinicaltrials.gov](http://www.clinicaltrials.gov). Table was modified from reference.[@cit0002] New additions and updates are marked in italics. Abbreviations: IL2, Interleukin-2; PAGRIT, Pre-targeted Antibody-Guided RadioImmunoTherapy; SELEX, systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment; TNC, tenascin-C; RGD, arginine-glycine-aspartic acid; RIT, radioimmunotherapy; SMART, [S]{.ul}imultaneous [M]{.ul}ultiple [A]{.ul}ptamers and [R]{.ul}GD [T]{.ul}argeting; GM-CSF, Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor; TUMAPs, tumor-associated peptides.
